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Introduction

The Special Theory of Relativity (SR) is based on its two postulates, and the relativity of simultaneity
follows inevitably from these postulates.
Ralph Malcolm Rabbidge, who is posting in the usenet-group sci.physics.relativity under the pseudonym
Henry Wilson, is however of another opinion. He has stated:
” Einstein’s RoS...and therefore his whole theory.... is based on an obvious fallacy.
The amazing things is, NOBODY EXCEPT HENRY WILSON WAS CAPABLE OF NOTICING EINSTEIN’S FUNDAMENTAL ERROR FOR ONE HUNDRED AND SIX YEARS.
AND THE WHOLE OF SR AND GR DEPENDS ON THE FALLACY.”
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2.1

Relativity of Simultaneity in SR
Einstein’s original paper

Shown below is Paragraph 2 of Einstein’s paper: On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies
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2.2

Elaboration of Einstein’s proof

At the risk of offending the intelligent reader, I will repeat Einstein’s proof that the relativity of simultaneity follows from the postulates of SR.
Two clocks, A and B, are placed at the ends of a rod. This rod is moving with the speed v in the ’stationary
system’. The length of the rod is rAB as measured in the stationary system. Einstein specifies that the
indication of these clocks ”correspond at any instant to the ’time of the stationary system’ at the places
where they happen to be”.
Note that this means that the clocks on the rod can’t be identical to the clocks in the stationary system;
their intrinsic rate has to be slightly higher. This has no significance for the thought experiment, though.
The clocks A and B are synchronous in the stationary system because they simultaneously show the same
as observed in the stationary system.
The question is now, are they synchronous in the rest frame of the rod (moving system)?
To determine that, a light pulse is emitted from clock A, reflected off clock B, and received by A.
Let EA be the event that light is emitted from A.
Let EB be the event that light is reflected from B.
0
be the event that light is received by A.
Let EA
We will place three stationary, synchronized clocks at strategic places in the stationary system.
Clock CA is co-located with clock A at the event EA .
Clock CB is co-located with clock B at the event EB .
0
0
.
is co-located with clock A at the event EA
Clock CA
Let clock CA show tA at the event EA .
The light will be reflected off clock B when the co-located clock CB shows tB = tA + tAB , where tAB is
the transit time for the light to go from clock A to clock B, as measured in the stationary system.
Since the speed of light is c in the stationary system, we have:
ctAB = rAB + vtAB
rAB
tAB =
c−v
0
The light will be received by clock A when the co-located clock CA
shows t0A = tB + tBA where tBA is
the transit time for the light to go from clock B to clock A, as measured in the stationary system.

Since the speed of light is c in the stationary system, we have:
ctBA = rAB − vtBA
rAB
tBA =
c+v
To be synchronous in the stationary system, clock A must show the same as clock CA when they are
0
co-located, and it will show the same as clock CA
when they are co-located. Equivalently must clock B
show the same as clock CB when they are co-located.
So we can conclude that to be synchronous in the stationary system, the moving clocks A and B must
be set thus:
rAB
tB − tA =
c−v
rAB
t0A − tB =
c+v
In the rest frame of the rod, the clocks A and B are stationary, and since the speed of light is c in the
rest frame of the rod, the criterion for stationary clocks to be synchronous is: (tB − tA ) = (t0A − tB ).
But (tB − tA ) > (t0A − tB ) so A and B are not synchronous in the rest frame of the rod.
Clock A and clock B do not simultaneously show the same as observed in their rest frame.
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Ralph Malcolm Rabbidge’s contribution to the subject
Ralph Malcolm Rabbidge’s article

From where I quote:
”His 1905 paper opens with a declaration of two postulates, the first of which more or less
restates the Principle of Relativity and effectively removes the concept of absolutism provided
by the elusive ’aether’. It is the second, P2, which is the main concern here. It states that
light will always be found to move at exactly ’c’ when measured by any observer, irrespective
of the relative movement of its source. This is in direct conflict Newtonian physics and BaTh.
But mere words do not constitute a sound physical law and neither the postulate nor any
prediction of SR has been verified by a convincing experiment.”
Note that Ralph Malcolm Rabbidge claims that SR is not experimentally confirmed.
I think the reader will know better.
And then the real gem:
”Although SR appears mathematically consistent it does not stand up well to logical scrutiny.
It is shown below that it does not represent physical reality and is wrong.”
Ralph Malcolm Rabbidge knows that SR is a consistent theory.
Yet he claims that a logical scrutiny of Einstein’s thought experiment will show that the predictions of
SR will not be in accordance with the results of real experiments!
I will not offend the reader’s intelligence by explaining why I find this hilarious.
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Conclusion

Did Ralph Malcolm Rabbidge succeed in proving that ’relativity of simultaneity’ violates the postulates
of SR?
I will let the reader draw his own conclusion.
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